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About This Game

ROGO is my cute rogue-lite where you gotta give everyone post and avoid cheeky animals trying to make you go to sleep

Features:
-5 Unique playable characters

-8 Procedurally generated levels
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-3 Bosses
-A couple of items and other cool stuff

It's short and cool and I really hope you love it :D

Music by Keith Burgun
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i cant open it. A great inside look into the making of the game and the creation of the different designs for the characters. I
almost never buy artbooks for games, but I loved the game and its story so much I couldn't wait to buy this book and learn more
about what went into making the game!

[To anyone having trouble accessing it, you can get to this book and all the other DLCs through browing the game's files after
downloading them. Enjoy!]. Grid is the collection of sequels to NFS Pro Street you never thought you needed.. I'm really
surprised this game hasn't had more feedback. Its great! Very fun. Very good workout. The physics of throwing the glaive are
not easy at first. It actually takes timing and skill.

Once I finally got the hang of throwing it overhand, then underhand, it really makes a difference.

This is definitely the best under $5 VR game so far.. boring gameplay and story.. For 4.50 EU this is a great game with very
good graphics and nice jumpscares, i can recommend it.. Here is the start of Sam & Max Season 2: Ice Station Santa. The game
takes place some time after the last game in which Sam & Max single handedly stopped Hugh Bliss and restored the population
of Earth's memories back in place after a mass hypnotising ray. Thus putting the hypnotising crime to a final end. A lot has
changed such as the decor of Sam & Max's office, Abe was given a full pardon by Max still President of the USA, Abe & Sybil
are going out with each other, and the Soda Poppers are no longer governors of the Dakotas. It was a quite day until a giant
robot is recking havoc in town, ripping buildings out of their foundations and replacing them with other buildings. Upon the
destruction, Flint Paper shows up after being long gone on a case he was on while Sam & Max were busy dealing with the
hypnotising case. Flint Paper was another previously mentioned but not seen character of the Hit the Road game. The robot can
only be stop by shuting it down, but not until after Sam & Max asked it some mind bending questions. The sender of the robot
was Santa Claus who is not his jolly self as he's sending out presents to the wrong individuals. Or in this case sending Sam &
Max a rampaging robot that was clearly not what they wanted for Christmas.

So they head to the North Pole to investigate who Saint Nick is up to, except he's shut himself out with a loaded uzi for defense.
Not even the elves can calm him down to his senses. Santa is likely to be pocessed by a demon, and Sam & Max need some help.
Sybil who usually helps Sam & Max is dining with Abe at the newly re-opened Stinky's. You might notice this restruant from
the older games that you could get to due to an invisible wall. Well now it's accessable and Sam & Max were thrilled that the
owner Stinky has returned to run it. Only to discovered that it is being run by a woman who claims to be Stinky's granddaughter
named Stinky. Sam & Max have their doubts that she is telling the truth, but decided to enjoy the fine eating of the
establishment for now. Bosco, who also normally helps Sam & Max out with new gadgets has converted his whole store into a
safe house. His paranoia has got him finally. He doesn't know who or what is out to get him but is prepared by making his shop
the last main defense against what he refers to as T.H.E.M. With these two characters being occupied that only leaves the
C.O.P.S. who now provide Sam & Max the needed help like items that will help them out in their case and point less decals for
their car. When the Freelance Police duo finally found a way to get to the enclosed pocessed Santa, will they save Christmas or
make it worse?

This is a good start to a whole new season of Telltale's acclaimed Sam & Max games. The additional characters were all witty
and fun to know and listen to. The best highlights would be hearing Sam & Max's comments on the diner's decorations and the
Torture Me Elmer toy product. Flint Paper finally given an identity was a good idea since Bosco previously got an identity in the
last set of games. With the use of one liners and sight gags this game was a lot of fun and makes you want to immediately play
the next episode that follows.. I LOVE HINATA!!!
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Neat little game. There isn't a lot of gameplay here, it is more a case of wandering about in a group and talking, sometimes
tuning a radio, and sometimes making some decisions. They handle the conversations really well though, and it feels a bit like
you are playing through an adventure akin to the old classics like the Goonies, or something more recent like Stranger Things.

Gameplay wise it really isn't my usual cup of tea, but I gave it a shot because I'd heard the story was good. Story is something
sorely lacking in a lot of otherwise great games, so I like to give things like this a chance. I'm glad I did. I wish there was more
actual gameplay in here, but I am really glad I played through it anyway. I might play through it a second time at some point.

If that sounds like it might be up your street, I don't think you will be disappointed.. I fully understand that there are a lot of
challenges involved when it comes to developing a VR game, especially when it's a large open-world RPG like OrbusVR. I also
understand that you need money to be able to make games. However, as a consumer i have expectations of the quality and
content of the products i purchase. Especially when a game costs as much as 40 euros.

OrbusVR is currently in a rough state. There are a lot of bugs, the combat is underdeveloped, a large portion of my view is
obscured by all the items i'm wearing and everyone can be heard coughing and sniffing because voice chat is enabled by default.

That's not to say that there aren't any good things. The game runs well, the art style in consistent and the controls are pretty solid.
You got your large open world, public events, quest givers, crafting systems and fishing. The fundamentals of an RPG are
definitely there.

When you start off you receive all the abilities of your class right away. Most classes don't have a lot of variety in their moveset.
From my understanding there are no new things you can unlock by leveling up, so i would essentially take the most effective
combo and repeat it forever.

While i haven't been able to fully experience all of the content in the game, there isn't much on Youtube that indicates that the
gameplay would become any more exciting later on. I had a positive first impression, but it felt like there wasn't much left for
me afterwards. For that reason i cannot recommend the game with it's current price.

However, this game has tons of potential. I encourage the developers to keep doing their best and polish the game on their pace.
I will definitely come back if there's a sale of if the combat gets an overhaul. Until then, i'll stick to watching videos.. This the
game I never knew I always wanted... Improvise, push your luck, formulate your own goals on each run. The game loops keeps
you hooked for the long run. This game is a must buy if you even remotely like System Shock 2 and FTL.. The colours on the
examples do not match the finished colour reducing the game to trial and error making it no fun at all to play.
Dev responded to feedback around 8 months ago, nothing since and nothing done Don't waste your money!. Not sure what the
German reviews point out, but I found this DLC ok.

All the achievements work. The scenarios can be completed with some work. Please note that one of them has a "ghost speed",
from 60km\/h to 40km\/h right before Pasing.. achievements hunt only. Very polished for an EA game. Great, frenetic local
multiplayer. Excited to try online multiplayer but sadly could not find anyone to play with. The Target Test mode is also a nice
addition for anyone looking for some laid back solo fun. Heartily recommend this for all tank aficionados.. Great soundtracks
but I wish it included the music from the ending credits (for each characters)
Probably one of my favorite otome game soundtracks I've ever heard!
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